Add value to your tiles
with the highest quality
12 bars inkjet printer

High quality printing and
special finishes in a very
compact machine
The EFI™ Cretaprint D4 is the most powerful inkjet digital printer for ceramic thanks
to its 12 printing bars for both printing and special finishes. This ceramic printer offers
great potential within a compact frame optimised for maximum productivity. With both
EFI electronics and software included, it easily manages complex designs and large files.

Mechanics

Operational

Compact frame

Tile thickness detector

Robust machine with metal platform that has a
compact frame holding up to 12 printing bars.

A dual laser at the machine’s entrance detects both
the position and the thickness of each piece so that the
printing bars come down and adjust themselves
to the tile height.

Transport system
Anti-vibration transportation assures accuracy and
stability. It also has a high quality guiding device and
the conveyor belt includes a self-cleaning system.

Printing bars
Accessible sliding bars with a highly efficient vacuum
system between bars.

Optimised ink system
An optimised ink system allows a faster and easier
refilling without spillage thanks to its extractable ink
tanks. The ink system tubing design makes it antisettling and has a manual and automatic reverse flow.
Its flexible system allows for very fast ink changes and
ink tests without emptying the tank.

Cleaning system
The printer uses an advanced automatic nozzle
cleaning system that generates significantly fewer
permanently missing nozzles. As a result printheads
have a much longer life.
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Electronics and software
EFI Electronics

TAS (Tone Adjustment System)

Image upload and data transmission is faster to
achieve higher performance. You can print and rip
simultaneously as well as modify settings on the fly
for small re-adjustments during production.
The electrical system is completed by two UPS
(uninterrupted power supply) standard. All data
connections are supported by CAT6 cables.

It has an intuitive interface that guides the user through
the process of studying and applying changes in tone or
intensity to apply to a model. It allows for adjustments
within the system without the use of external software
or extensive knowledge in colour management.

Software
With its full touch screen, navigation is friendly and basic
functions are permanently on display. All main functions
are accessible in 1-2 clicks.
It includes additional features such as linearisation, ink
consumption calculation and TAS.
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Key features of the top
of range printer
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Compact
Compact and reduced size frame,
holding up to 12 printing bars
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Maintenance
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Tile thickness laser detector
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Low maintenance costs
and energy consumption

Controls firing distance and detects
any curvature

UPS
Uninterrupted
power system

Cleaning system
Advanced automatic
nozzle cleaning system
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Vacuum
Highly efficient
vacuum between bars
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User interface
Intuitive and simple, allows the
control of the entire printer

Ink system
New ink system with
automatic reverse flow
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TAS
Tone adjustment system
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Printing
width
Up to 710 mm
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Electronics
EFI Electronics
provides high
performance
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Additional
configuration devices
DTP: 2 formats, 2 designs, 1 printer
Double Tile Printing is a printing solution for the ceramics sector that allows
simultaneous printing of two tiles of different formats and with different designs.

SMS alerts
This new kit, which can be installed in either new machines (platform 4) or those
already installed (C2, P2, C3 and P3), allows users to track any incident or warning
that the EFI Cretaprint printer detects in real time reporting to their mobile phones.

Cretavision
Allows associating each individual design of a model to different reliefs in a set
of tiles which means you can perfectly fit-in a certain design with the tile’s relief,
regardless of the order in which the tiles enter the system.

Table in/out
With the IN and OUT accessory tables, long tiles are set flat and aligned before
printing for an optimal print quality, reducing the risk of defects due to transition
from the production line in and out of the printer maximising printing accuracy.
This is recommended for tiles exceeding two times the default entry and exit space
on the printer belt.

Fiery proServer
EFI Fiery proServer for Cretaprint is the first complete colour management system
for ceramic tile decoration (printing). Used with the Cretaprint digital ceramic
printers, the proServer produces the most accurate and consistent colour quality
for ceramic tile decoration and lowers your ink consumption, regardless of the
production conditions.
®
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EFI Ecosystem
We offer top quality decoration,
maximum performance and ink savings
through our unique EFI Ecosystem
approach that gets the printer, ink and
Fiery proServer colour management
system all working together, as a unique
concept solution, providing high value
to the ceramic tile manufactures.

ecosystem

EFI ceramic inks

Colour
management
system

Digital inkjet printers

Upgrades
To give our printers maximum flexibility, at any time you can make upgrades in both existing bars
and adding new bars to:
• Change printing widths.
• Add new colours to the printing bars.
• Increase the drop volume for applying special effects.

For more information
For more information on the EFI Cretaprint D4, or to speak to an EFI Cretaprint specialist directly,
please call +34 964 340 264 or email cretaprintsales@efi.com.
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Technical data
PRINTHEAD
MODEL

SEIKO
RC1536

SEIKO
RC1536·L

D4 printing width (mm)

710

710

Printheads width (mm)

108.3

108.3

Number of nozzles

1,536

1,536

360

360

13–98

25-225

UP TO 8

UP TO 10

1

Native resolution (dpi)
Drop size range (pl)
Greyscale levels
Firing frequency (kHz)
jetting max drop volume
gr/m (25 m/min)
2

10.2–28

UP TO 37

45

80

Information according to the printhead manufacturer.
Actual head width. The effective width of the printhead
is slightly different.

MACHINE SPECS

Print direction

Print an image without stopping
Image loading time
Image changing time during production

TIFF AND
RPF
YES
BETWEEN 1
AND 15 SEC
≈ 1 SEC

Number of images per model

100

Parallel RIPing and printing

YES

Rendering time

VARIABLE

Double tile printing

OPTIONAL
YES

MACHINE ASSEMBLY
UP TO 12
RIGHT/LEFT

Min. tile thickness (mm)

3

Max. tile thickness (mm)

30

Max. tile length (mm)

3,000

Print speed (m/min)

UP TO
60 m/min

Centering printing precision

Image file type

Fiery proServer
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Number of inks

SOFTWARE

<0.3 mm

External power supply

Max. power consumption (12 colours)

24 KVA

Electrical phases

3F+GND

Power connection frequency

50/60 HZ

Pneumatic connection
Cabin recommended temperature
UPS included

MACHINE DIMENSIONS

VARIABLE
(380/400 /
415/440/
480 V)

6 BAR
25–35°C
YES

CABIN DIMENSIONS
1,700 mm

Width

Height

1,923 mm

Height

2,800 mm

Length

4,990 mm

Length

6,500 mm

Width

3,700 mm

EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles,
ceramic tiles, and personalised documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends,
and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines
the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity.
Visit www.efi.com or call 0808 101 3484 (UK only) or +44 (0)1246 298000 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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